
•  Basic Needs: the most essential resources required to thrive as a student 
•  Access to nutritious food, stable housing, financial wellness resources  
•  Housing and food insecurities are two of the biggest challenges that Black (African or 

African American) and Brown (Latinx) students and low-income students face while 
attending college.  

•  Many of these college students also are impacted by instabilities such as:  
•  houselessness, lack of access to healthy groceries, and lack of access to transportation  
•  less likely to stay on schedule with medical check-ups  
•  at a higher risk for poor health and poor mental health
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• UCSD Public Health Capstone project and Basic 
Needs Center partnership created to raise 
awareness about housing and food insecurities 
amongst student populations who are 
systematically impacted and placed at a 
disadvantage:  
• Black/African 
• Brown/Latinx  
• and/or low-income students  

• Goal: to spread awareness on the importance of 
providing housing and food amongst the target 
student population

Purpose

• Data summarized on challenges of students 
from Basic Needs Center’s Annual Data Report 
2019-2021  

• Data reports incorporated into social media 
campaign, posting infographics through The 
Hub’s Instagram page  

• Conducted a survey for individuals open to 
share their experiences as a UC student who 
dealt with housing and food insecurities  
• Students were incentivized through a gift 

card drawing  
• Testimonies posted through The Hub’s 

Instagram account to reach target audience

Methodology

• Survey received 46 responses from a mixture of 
undergraduate and graduate students  
• 23.9% of the respondents identified as Brown/

Latinx  
• 4.4% identified as Black/African  
• About 85% of our participants self-identified as 

low-income, eligible for federal or governmental 
aid such as Pell Grants, Cal Grants, and Work Study  

• Average amount of engagement, since the Hub 
usually has around 20-30 likes per post

Results

Limitations

• Did not have the chance to advertise 
or outreach to community members 
through in-person methods (COVID)  

• 28.3% of the response we received 
aligned with our original target 
population in terms of race/ethnicity  

• Could not directly contact students 
that were considered “high need” by 
the financial aid office (privacy 
concerns)

Discussions/Conclusions

• We hope that our campaign is able to 
impact the communities that the Basic 
Needs Hub serves by:  
• Sharing their lived experiences and 
prioritizing student voices  

• Lenses of advocacy, desire, and 
resilience  

• Raising awareness about services 
that students might not know about  

• Providing good information for the 
Hub to re-evaluate based on student 
needs to address them better

Public	Health	Relevance/Implications

• The Hub has over a thousand followers 
but average The only 20-30 likes  

• We are hoping to stimulate more active 
follower growth and audience through:  
• Engagement with our next three to 
four posts  

• Relatability as testimonies are from 
current and former UCSD students 
(main audience base for The Hub)


